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We are SBA certified HUBZone Women Owned Small Business empowering the government to 

establish a pragmatic approach to embrace innovation. Our firm is enthusiastic about providing 

comprehensive technical and programmatic expertise and advisory design and implementation of 

tailored solutions while delivering business benefits through methodical execution, mindful of the 

client culture. We provide leadership and innovation in the areas of strategic planning, digital 

transformation, cloud services, and automation. 

 
Our Competencies 
Strategic Enablement and Delivery 
Our Digital IT Strategic Enablement service is focused on workforce, 
operations, and customer experience, applying it to every step of the 
development process. We integrate modern capabilities of cloud 
platforms, data analytics and application development with Human 
Centered Design, Robotic Process Automation, AI/ML, Agile 
Software-as-a-Service, Infrastructure-as-a-Code and DevSecOps to 
iteratively deliver quality and functional features to the customers. 
Pragmatic Digital Disruption 
Our pragmatic Digital Adoption approach is focused on optimizing 
business results and creating a positive impact while moving at the 
pace of your organization and aligning implementation and training   
approaches to the culture and operational realities. 
Discover and Shift - Strategic Planning that fits with your 
organization culture and delivers measurable value and impact. 
Engage and Adopt - Solution Piloting & Integration Planning while 
managing all Rapid Prototyping activities for Minimal Valuable 
Products (MVP). 
Deliver and Cultivate - Implementation & Optimization that will 
allow a boost in mission performance, the ability to deliver digital 
services at speed with quality and maximize your investment. 

 

Our Values 
Empower our clients to achieve its mission as excellence starts with each of us 

Foster empathy and culture of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion and 

Promote integrity and commit to a high level of ethical demeanor and enactment

Have a courage to innovate - think outside of the box a 

Stay positive and collaborate as deadlines cause pressure 

 

 

Company Info: 
GSA MAS contract # 47QTCA23D0031 

CAGE: 98JM4 

UEI: KBMBKCULGJ76 

NAICS: 541512, 541511, 541519, 

541513, 541611, 541612, 541690, 

541990 
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